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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) is a new revolution 

that makes use of internet services to connect the whole 

world anywhere and anytime without the restriction of 

geographic location. It provides a platform to 

communicate between the objects, which are self-

organize, recognize themselves using (RFID) Radio 

frequency identification, Zig Bee and Wireless sensor 

network etc. for effective communication. The unique 

characteristics of this technology provides dynamic 

nature, connectivity, enormous scale, heterogeneity, 

sensing energy, etc., which has the capability to 

enhance various innovative applications and services. 

However, IoT architecture provides complex 

environment that has various challenging issues such as 

connectivity, power, security etc., which need to be 

solved. The successful adoption of IoT largely depends 

upon security issue, which protects the user’s personal 

data from the real-time threats. But, several security 

mechanisms are already in use in traditional network 

are no longer sufficient to protect the future generation 

IoT.  This paper reviews various security attacks and its 

countermeasures in the three tiers of IoT. Initially, we 

presented overview of each tier of IoT with 

applications and challenges. Next, we discussed the 

various attacks and countermeasures of each tier. 

Finally, we analysed the network routing attacks, which 

are more powerful attacks that can degrade the 

performance of the IoT. 
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1. Introduction 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a new revolution that makes 

use of internet services to connect the whole world 

anywhere and anytime without the restriction of 

geographic location. It provides a platform to 

communicate between the objects, which are self-

organize, recognize themselves using (RFID) Radio 

frequency identification, Zig Bee andWireless sensor 

network etc. for effective communication. The unique 

characteristics of this technology provides dynamic 

nature, connectivity, enormous scale, heterogeneity, 

sensing energy, etc., which has the capability to 

enhance various innovative applications and services  

 

 

such as smart supply chain, smart city, industrial 

internet, automated car, smart grids connected health, 

smart home, smart farming and smart retail etc., which 

are more suitable for present day needs.  

The IoT provides a three-tier architecture - 

perception, network and application tiers. In perception 

layer, IoTis deployed with different types of sensors- 

RFID, temperature sensor, proximity sensor etc. Each 

of sensor is an information source that capturesthe 

contents. Second one is a network tier, which is a core 

of IoTthat integrates various Wireless and wired 

networks for accurate transfer of information that is 

regularly collected from the sensors nodes. Final one is 

the application tier that collects, process, analyse the 

data for the needed. However, IoTarchitecture provides 

complex environment that has various challenging 

issues such as connectivity, power, security etc., which 

need to be solved. The successful adoption of IoT 

largely depends upon security issue, which protects the 

user’s personal data from the real-time threats. 

However, various securitymechanism are already in use 

in traditional network are no longer sufficient to protect 

the future generation IoT.  This paper reviews various 

security attacks and its countermeasure in the three tiers 

of IoT.  

2. Related work 
 

In this section, we presents related work on various 

attacks and their countermeasures in the Internet of 

Things, proposed by various researchers. In [1] Manish 

Gupta et.al developed an ontological framework to 

differentiate the existing countermeasures under three 

categories namely prevent, detect and respond. They 

also proposed a different classification method for 

DDoS prevention depending upon the location of 

components placed. 

         Swathigavaishnave et.al in [2] has proposed a 

two-phase malicious code detection mechanism, in 

which phase 1 detects the malicious code that exhibits 

obfuscated behavior by performing static analysis on 

the instruction sequence. In phase 2, the opcode is 

extracted from the dataset and is used in the 

construction of a classification model. Finally, it is 

compared with the results of phase 1 to decide if it’s 

malicious or not. 
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Mauro Conti et.al reviewed various literatu

the Middle Attack and grouped the existing prevention 

mechanisms into various categories in [3]. They also 

suggested few direction for research in future.In [4], a 

new protocol namely, Secure Data Exchange 

Protocol(SDEP) is proposed by Yaping 

which takes advantage of both sequence encryption 

algorithm and Hash algorithm and helps in maintaining 

user privacy and preventing leakage of information.

Focussed on reviewing existing countermeasures 

against sinkhole attack. George W. Ki

classified the existing solutions based on their 

advantages and limitations.  

 

3. IOT Architecture 

 

This section presents the architecture of IoT

of three-tiered architectures- application tier, network 

tier and perception tier. The application tier is 

distributed as application layer and middleware layer

where application layer contains the 

applications -smart grid, smart home, smart retail etc.

while middleware layer provides management services 

like authentication, information development etc.

management services are carried using various 

protocols like CoAP, XMPP, AMQPetc..Over

this is connected to the network tier. This 

is a core of IoTthat integrates various wireless and 

wired networks for accurate transfer of information that 

is regularly collected from the sensors nodes. Final tier 

is the context-aware that consists of various 

technologies such as sensors, actuators, RFID devices

This device transmits the data through gateway 

interface for providing the external services 

commercial and industrial oriented applications.

Figure 1Architecture ofIoT 

4. Application Layer 

 
Application layer collects, process, analyse

data and consists of applications like Java Programs or 

literature on Man in 

the Middle Attack and grouped the existing prevention 

in [3]. They also 

direction for research in future.In [4], a 

new protocol namely, Secure Data Exchange 

is proposed by Yaping Zhang et.al, 

sequence encryption 

and helps in maintaining 

user privacy and preventing leakage of information.[5] 

Focussed on reviewing existing countermeasures 

against sinkhole attack. George W. Kibirige et.al 

classified the existing solutions based on their 

 

IoT that consist 

application tier, network 

application tier is 

distributed as application layer and middleware layer, 

application layer contains the various 

smart grid, smart home, smart retail etc. 

middleware layer provides management services 

tion development etc. These 

using various 

.Over internet, 

This network tier 

is a core of IoTthat integrates various wireless and 

wired networks for accurate transfer of information that 

is regularly collected from the sensors nodes. Final tier 

various hardware 

actuators, RFID devices. 

through gateway 

external services for 

applications.  

 

 

 

analyse the required 

and consists of applications like Java Programs or 

Microsoft word. Here the data will be in a visual form 

which can be understandable by user rather than binary 

ones and zeroes. The layer consists of two types of IoT 

applications of both local and non

applications include local domains in the IoT systems 

such as smart homes, and health tracking. Non local 

applications include cloud computing, remote 

management as well as web technol

 

Applications: 

Smart home-Smart home has capability to 

communicate applianceswith each other as well as their 

intangible environment. Its products are made to save 

energy, money as well as time and also have the 

capability to customize and control 

environment. Some of itsfeatures are Home monitoring, 

Energy efficiency, Access control, Lighting control, 

Temperature monitoring, automated meter reading, and 

Family care. 

Wearable- Wearable’s in IoT technology is a large 

domain and has an array of devices. Wearable 

electronics have the potential to transform the way we 

live. These devices largely cover the health, 

entertainment and fitness requirements. Some of the 

functions that wearable devices can perform are related 

to security and identification. We also have fitness

oriented and health wearable devices which offer 

biometric measurements such as perspiration levels, 

heart rate etc. Some of the appliances that come under 

this category are Motorola Moto 360 Sport, Fit bit 

Charger 

Applications of IoT

Industrial Internet

Connected Health

Smart Farming

Smart Retail

Smart Home

Figure 2. Applications of IoT

Smart City-The main feature of a smart city include, a 

comprehensive application of information resources and 

information technology integration. IoT

applications reduce noise, pollution, and traffic congestion 

problems in different smart cities and make cities 

environment safer. The essential components that are 

required for the urban development of a smart city includes 

smart industry, smart technology, smart life, smart 

management and smart services Smart cities with smart 

public structure deliver reliable power, fresh water, 

effective public lighting, and nontoxic gas.

Smart Grids-It is considered as an intellectual grid 

which can integrate technologies of advanced sensing, 

Microsoft word. Here the data will be in a visual form 

which can be understandable by user rather than binary 

sts of two types of IoT 

applications of both local and non-local. Local 

applications include local domains in the IoT systems 

such as smart homes, and health tracking. Non local 

applications include cloud computing, remote 

management as well as web technologies. 

Smart home has capability to 

communicate applianceswith each other as well as their 

intangible environment. Its products are made to save 

energy, money as well as time and also have the 

capability to customize and control the home 

environment. Some of itsfeatures are Home monitoring, 

Energy efficiency, Access control, Lighting control, 

Temperature monitoring, automated meter reading, and 

Wearable’s in IoT technology is a large 

of devices. Wearable 

electronics have the potential to transform the way we 

live. These devices largely cover the health, 

entertainment and fitness requirements. Some of the 

functions that wearable devices can perform are related 

tion. We also have fitness-

oriented and health wearable devices which offer 

biometric measurements such as perspiration levels, 

heart rate etc. Some of the appliances that come under 

this category are Motorola Moto 360 Sport, Fit bit 

Smart Grids

Smart city

Wearable

 

Applications of IoT 

The main feature of a smart city include, a 

comprehensive application of information resources and 

tion technology integration. IoT and its 

applications reduce noise, pollution, and traffic congestion 

problems in different smart cities and make cities 

environment safer. The essential components that are 

required for the urban development of a smart city includes 

technology, smart life, smart 

management and smart services Smart cities with smart 

public structure deliver reliable power, fresh water, 

effective public lighting, and nontoxic gas.. 

is considered as an intellectual grid 

which can integrate technologies of advanced sensing, 
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communication capabilities and control methodologies 

into current electric grid at both the distribution and 

transmission levels. The data which is generated by the 

smart grid is much more than that is generated by the 

traditional grid because of the two waycommunication 

between the smart meters located at customer’s home 

and the parent utility. If its infrastructure is not ready 

for such type of communications, it can be a barrier for 

its own deployment. 

Connected health-Connected health, smart medical 

devices and its care systems stands with a massive 

potential not only for the companies but also for the 

well-being of society i.e. for the sake of people. IoT can 

be used in patient treatment through communication 

and remote monitoring, and to keep track of patient’s 

condition. Some of its uses in IoT stream are mobile 

and medical applications (or) a wearable device that 

allows us to capture the patient’s health data.  

Industrial internet-Industrial internet is the new trend 

in industrial sector, also named as IoT (Industrial 

Internet of Things). It is authorizing industrial 

engineering with different software, big data analytics 

and sensors to create vivid machines. IoT has a great 

potential towards the sustainability and the quality 

control. Applications like real time data exchange, 

tracking goods will increase the supply chain 

efficiency.  

Smart Farming: With the constant rise in world’s 

population, demand for food, farming extremely raised. 

Government is conducting different sessions to educate 

the farmers about the advanced techniques so as to 

increase food production in easier way. It is one among 

the fastest growing fields in IoT. Farmers are using 

significant visions to yield better profit on the 

investment. Controlling water usage for plant growth, 

Sensing for soil moisture and nutrients, and defining 

custom fertilizer are some uses of smart farming. 

Smart retail-IoT provides a better opportunity for the 

retailers to connect with all the customers to improve 

the in-store experience. Usage of Smartphone’s is the 

better way for retailers to stay connected with the 

customers even out of the store. These can also track 

the consumer’s path and improve store design and 

place top-class products in heavy traffic areas. 

 

5. Network Layer 

 

The network layer is the second layer of IoT that 

communicates with existing networks to transfer the 

data that has received from the perception layer. The 

entire process of this layer can be carried 

communication networks such as Ad hoc, GPRS, WiFi, 

or Mobile Internet. To achieve effective 

communication between the constrained devices, there 

is a need of efficient routing protocol. Some of these 

protocols in this layer are listed below. 

 

Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Loss 
Networks (RPL)-RPL refers to Routing Protocol for 

Low-Power and Loss Networks, which is a distance-

vector protocol that supports different varieties of data 

link protocols. This protocol builds a Destination-

oriented directed acyclic graph that has only one route 

between every leaf node and root. In order to buildthe 

DODAG, each leaf node individually sends a (DODAG 

Information Object) DIO which advertises itself as 

root. This advertised message is transmitted back to the 

network. While communicating, a node sends 

Destination advertisement object (DAO) to their own 

parents and it will be propagated directly to the root. 

Later, the root will decide where to send it depending 

upon the destination. Suppose, when fresh node wants 

to join the network then it will send a DIS (DODAG 

Information solicitation) request to join the network 

and the root replies with a DAO-ACK (DAO 

Acknowledgment) by approving the request. The RPL 

nodes can be either stateless (or) state full. In this 

stateless, node keeps track of their own parents and the 

only root has the entire (Destination-oriented directed 

acyclic graph) DODAG knowledge.so that all the 

communications go through the root. While, in state 

full, node keeps track of their own children as well as 

parents also, because it is a sub-tree communication of 

the DODAG that does not have to refer the root.  

 

Cognitive Routing Protocol for Low-Power and 
Loss Networks(CORPL)-The extension of RPL is 

CORPL named as Cognitive RPL that is designed for 

cognitive networks and uses (Destination-oriented 

directed acyclic graph) DODAG topology with two 

new changes to RPL. This utilizes the opportunistic 

forwarding while forwarding all the packets with 

multiple forwarders and chooses the best next hop to 

forward the packets.  Each node maintains its own 

forwarding set and updates its neighbours with the 

changes occurred via DIO (DODAG Information 

Object) messages. With this updated information, each 

node continuously updates its neighbour’s priorities so 

as to construct the new forwarding set.  

Channel-Aware Routing Protocol(CARP)-CARP 

refers to Channel-Aware Routing Protocol. It is a 

distributed routing protocol that is designed for 

underwater communications and can be used because 

of its lightweight packets. It also studies the link 

quality, which is computed depending upon old data 

transmissions (successful) that are collected from 

neighbouring sensors, to select the forwarding nodes. In 

this, we have two stages: network initialization and data 

forwarding. Firstly in network initialization, a HELLO 

packet is advertised from the sink to all nodes present 

in the network. While in data forwarding, the packet is 

routed from sensor to the sink in a hop- by-hop way. 

Each next hop is independently determined. The main 
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problem in this is, it does not support reusability of 

previous data i.e. if the application requires only the 

sensor data while changing significantly, then C

data forwarding is not useful to those 

applications. 

6LoWPAN-6 Low WPAN refers to IPv6 over Low 

power Wireless Personal Area Network. It 

low power devices that are adapted to IEEE 802

and offers header compression to decrease 

overhead. 6LoWPAN frames use 4 types of headers: 

(00) No 6loWPAN header, (01) Dispatch header, (10) 

Mesh header and (11) Fragmentation head. In (00) No 

6loWPAN header case, if any frameis not following 

6loWPAN specifications then it will be di

Broadcasting can be done by (10) mesh headers; while 

(11) Fragmentation headers breaks long IPv6 header to 

fit into fragments of 128-byte length. The devices 

connected to this network need to route the packets and 

should transfer data. This network is associate

IPv6 network by using the edge router. This edge router 

handles three activities: 1.) Data exchange among the 

Internet and 6LoWPAN devices; 2.) Local data 

exchange between devices of a 6LoWPAN network; 

and 3) the maintenance and generation of radio subnet.

Attacks on Network Layer: 

Figure 3. Attacks on network layer

 

Sybil Attack-The Sybil attack occurs, when a single 

adversary is controlling multiple nodes on a network, 

which is not known to the network that the nodes are 

controlled by the adversarial node. In this attack, a 

single faulty entity presents multiple identities that 

control thesignificant part of the system. The following 

figure shows an adversary can spam up multiple 

computers, virtual machines, and IP addresses that can 

create multiple accounts with different usernames and 

e-mail addresses and pretend that they all exist in 

different countries. 

Countermeasures-This attack were already addressed 

by various researchers. This paper suggests the 

for sybil attack using Douceur’s approach

certification approach that depends on a centralized 

authority. This approach ensures that

assigned on the packet is same as identity

by the possession of the certificate. However

certifying authority has to make sure to discover and 

revoke the stolen or lost identities. The security 

implications and performance can be improved by

it does not support reusability of 

previous data i.e. if the application requires only the 

sensor data while changing significantly, then CARP 

data forwarding is not useful to those types of 

6 Low WPAN refers to IPv6 over Low 

power Wireless Personal Area Network. It comprises 

low power devices that are adapted to IEEE 802.15.4 

decrease transmission 

6LoWPAN frames use 4 types of headers: 

(00) No 6loWPAN header, (01) Dispatch header, (10) 

Mesh header and (11) Fragmentation head. In (00) No 

6loWPAN header case, if any frameis not following 

6loWPAN specifications then it will be discarded. 

Broadcasting can be done by (10) mesh headers; while 

(11) Fragmentation headers breaks long IPv6 header to 

byte length. The devices 

connected to this network need to route the packets and 

k is associated with 

edge router. This edge router 

handles three activities: 1.) Data exchange among the 

Internet and 6LoWPAN devices; 2.) Local data 

exchange between devices of a 6LoWPAN network; 

tion of radio subnet. 

 

Attacks on network layer 

The Sybil attack occurs, when a single 

adversary is controlling multiple nodes on a network, 

the nodes are 

In this attack, a 

single faulty entity presents multiple identities that 

control thesignificant part of the system. The following 

an adversary can spam up multiple 

and IP addresses that can 

create multiple accounts with different usernames and 

mail addresses and pretend that they all exist in 

This attack were already addressed 

by various researchers. This paper suggests the solution 

Douceur’s approach, which is 

certification approach that depends on a centralized 

ensures thateach entity 

same as identity represented 

However, the 

certifying authority has to make sure to discover and 

The security 

improved by 

eliminating Sybil attack.

Figure 4. Sybil Attack

Sinkhole Attack- Sinkhole attack is a type of attack 

where compromised node tries to attr

by advertising its fake routing update

the entire data flows through that particular node 

resulting in the loss of packets in 

This leads to data discordance and intercept

attacker makes the system believe t

received to the receiver .This whole process is 

unknown to the system.  

Figure 5. Sinkhole 

Countermeasures-George W.Kibirige

solution to detect thesinkhole attack using 

digests algorithm that makes use of cryptography. The 

author has addressed to defend this attack 

different protocols RESIST-0andRESIST

cryptographic approach for 

Moreover the author also used

management system for elimination 

Sleep Deprivation Attack-In wireless sensor 

networks, the sensor nodes are 

batteries of less life time. In order to

nodes will follow sleep routines to prolong their 

lifetime. The Sleep Deprivation Attack

weakness and keepsall the nodes awake

high consumption of battery. Due to 

thelifetime of the battery will be 

as a result nodes will get shut down. In

sleep deprivation attack increases 

consumption of sensor networks. 

Countermeasures-Matthew Pirretti, Sencun Zhu

Proposed the method to defend the

attack by reducingthe probability

acting as cluster heads. This technique

in power consumption by sensor network. 

Vote Cluster Head Selection, Round Robin Cluste

Head Selection and Hash-Based Cluster Head Selection 

schemes can be used to resolve sleep deprivation 

eliminating Sybil attack.

 

Sybil Attack 

Sinkhole attack is a type of attack 

ere compromised node tries to attract network traffic 

its fake routing update.Because of this, 

rough that particular node 

the loss of packets in that particular path. 

data discordance and interception. In this, 

believe that all the data is 

This whole process is 

 

Sinkhole Attack 

George W.Kibirigeet.al proposed a 

solution to detect thesinkhole attack using Message 

makes use of cryptography. The 

author has addressed to defend this attack using two 

RESIST-1, which is a 

 routing protocols. 

Moreover the author also usedDynamic trust 

r elimination of sinkhole attacks. 

In wireless sensor 

, the sensor nodes are maintained with 

of less life time. In order to sustain that, the 

nodes will follow sleep routines to prolong their 

Sleep Deprivation Attack will exploit this 

nodes awakethat leads to 

ue to high consumption, 

will be decreased drastically; 

down. In addition the 

increases the power 

 

Pirretti, Sencun Zhu et.al. 

defend thesleep deprivation 

probability of adversary nodes 

. This technique leads to decrease 

power consumption by sensor network. Random 

Round Robin Cluster 

Based Cluster Head Selection 

schemes can be used to resolve sleep deprivation 
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attack. These algorithms delay the adversary to become 

a cluster head, consequently reduces the impact of the 

sleep deprivation attack. The hash based s

more effective compared to other methods in terms of 

required overhead and immunity towards attack.

Denial of service (DoS) Attack-

Serviceisone of the severe attackthat degrade

performance of a network by disconnecting 

bandwidth depletion and resource depletion. This

is not only used to gain unauthorized access but alsoto 

controlthe systemunknowingly. In addition, a

can deny service to individual victims, by deliberately 

entering a wrong password severaltimes to

victim account to be locked, or they can 

capabilities of amachine or network and

users at once. This type of attackisvery hard to prevent

because the behaviour of whole network must

analysed. 

Figure 6. Denial of Service Attack

Countermeasures- Manish Guptaet.al.proposed 

countermeasures for Distributed Denial of Service

i.e.This  DoS attack  utilizes misconfigured third party 

systems that permits spoofed UDP packets

recognizing of incoming traffic, separating

traffic from hijacked browsers and human

avoid DoSattacks. As documented in RFC 6959 and 

BCP 38,byfiltering egress and ingress of network 

by decreasing the number of relay networks that ar

accessible to attackers, can reduce DoS attacks

Man in the middle attack: 

The man-in-the-middle attack may be described as a 

“Computer security breach in which a malicious user 

intercepts and possibly alters data in the 

this attack, a malicious attacker inserts him/herself into 

a conversation between two parties, impersonates both 

parties and gains access to information 

between them. This attack is a type of eavesdropping 

where malicious attacker intercepts, send and recei

the data that is meant for someone else without 

knowing them. 

ersary to become 

the impact of the 

The hash based scheme is 

other methods in terms of 

required overhead and immunity towards attack. 

-.Denial of 

that degrade the 

disconnecting the host, 

depletion. This attack 

not only used to gain unauthorized access but alsoto 

addition, attackers 

by deliberately 

imes to cause the 

 overload the 

network and blocks all 

hard to prevent 

behaviour of whole network must be 

 

Denial of Service Attack 

et.al.proposed 

Denial of Service 

igured third party 

spoofed UDP packets. Effective 

traffic, separating human 

human-like botscan 

documented in RFC 6959 and 

of network and 

mber of relay networks that are 

reduce DoS attacks. 

middle attack may be described as a 

h a malicious user 

in the network”. In 

inserts him/herself into 

a conversation between two parties, impersonates both 

ains access to information transmitted 

This attack is a type of eavesdropping 

intercepts, send and receive 

meant for someone else without 

Figure 7. Man in the middle attack

Countermeasures-MITM attack 

prevented by two ways: authentication, and tamper 

detection. Authentication provides de

to themessage that it has come from a source. 

tamper detection, merely shows evidence that a 

message may have been altered, rather than providing 

any guarantees. QuantumCryptography

tamper-evidence for transactions through the

cloning theorem. Latency examination can potentially 

detect the attack in certain situations, such as with long 

calculations by checking the discrepancies in response 

times.  

Malicious code injection-In today’s world code 

injection attack is a very big problem. Malicious

are pieces of code that can affect the secrecy

and functionality, andcontrol flow

injection attacks are to take advantage of 

loopholes and to insert fake code into target program. 

These injected fake codes are normally 

In this hacker compromises one node to inject 

malicious code in system which can also cause result in 

the network failure or in worst sit

also get complete control on the network.

Countermeasures-D.Swathigavaishnave 

et.al.proposed few solutions for 

Malicious Code-Injection by making use of 

Analysis Technique i.e., signature based and Anomaly 

based(specification based).In phase

the instruction sequence is used to detect 

code with obfuscated technique. In the 

sequence is extracted from dataset for 

classification model, compares it 

phase I to identify it as malicious or 

detection of malicious code, various

are used but all these mechanisms

based approach. The main issue of this appr

malware analysts should wait until another

harmed several computers to generate a signature and 

provide a solution. 

Table 1. Attacks and Countermeasures of Network 

Layer 

Issues or 

attacks 

Explanation 

Sybil Attack Creating 

multiple 

 

Man in the middle attack 

 can be detected, or 

authentication, and tamper 

detection. Authentication provides degree of guarantee 

come from a source. While the 

merely shows evidence that a 

message may have been altered, rather than providing 

Cryptography provides 

evidence for transactions through the no-

Latency examination can potentially 

detect the attack in certain situations, such as with long 

calculations by checking the discrepancies in response 

In today’s world code 

problem. Malicious codes 

de that can affect the secrecy, the data 

control flow of a system. Code 

take advantage of software 

code into target program. 

codes are normally called malware. 

In this hacker compromises one node to inject 

malicious code in system which can also cause result in 

the network failure or in worst situation, the hacker can 

also get complete control on the network. 

D.Swathigavaishnave 

few solutions for identification of 

by making use of Two Phase 

signature based and Anomaly 

phase Istatic analysis of 

the instruction sequence is used to detect a malicious 

. In the Phase II, opcode 

sequence is extracted from dataset for construction of a 

it with output of the 

identify it as malicious or benign. For the 

arious anti-virus scanners 

mechanisms follow signature 

based approach. The main issue of this approach is that 

malware analysts should wait until another malware has 

harmed several computers to generate a signature and 

Attacks and Countermeasures of Network 

Countermeasures 

Douceur’s 

approach(Trusted 
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identities for 

single node 

resulting in fake 

information 

certification)

Sinkhole 

Attack 

Making 

particular node 

look powerful 

and rerouting 

data flow 

towards it. 

Message digest 

Algorithm

Sleep 

Deprivation 

Attack 

Keeping nodes 

awake resulting 

in battery drain 

Random vote, 

Round Robin 

scheme

Denial of 

Service 

Attack 

Making huge 

non-legitimate 

request’s to 

make a service 

unavailable to 

general user 

Load balancing

Malicious 

code 

injection 

Compromising 

node by 

injecting 

malicious 

program 

Signature and 

anomaly based 

approach

Man-in-the-

Middle 

Attack 

Attacker 

modifies the 

information 

between two 

parties without 

their knowledge. 

 Mutual 

authentication

Tamper Detection

 

6. Perception layer 

 
The perception layers is mainly useful to gather the 

dynamic and static information from different sensors 

and share the information through internet access. 

Usually, this layer work in two phases

perception node and other is perception net

perception node is mainly used in data sensing and data 

control. While perception network sends the gathered 

data from the sensor to the gatewayinterface. Some

the technologies in this layer includes-GPS, WSNs, 

RSN, and RFID etc.  

Global Position System (GPS)-The Global

System (GPS) is space based radio navigation

owned by government of USA and is maintained

Force of United States. It provides geolocation

information for different environmental conditions

the GPS receiver. Moreover, this system 

capability of tracking the positions for civil,

and commercial users, subterranean location,

underwater etc. 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)-Wireless

Networks (WSN) is a network which is designed by 

huge number of sensor nodes in which 

node is equipped with a sensor for the detection of 

certification) 

Message digest 

Algorithm 

Random vote, 

Round Robin 

scheme 

Load balancing 

Signature and 

anomaly based 

approach 

Mutual 

authentication and 

Tamper Detection 

The perception layers is mainly useful to gather the 

dynamic and static information from different sensors 

and share the information through internet access. 

Usually, this layer work in two phases- one is 

perception node and other is perception network. The 

perception node is mainly used in data sensing and data 

perception network sends the gathered 

interface. Some of 

GPS, WSNs, 

Global Position 

navigation system 

maintained by Air 

geolocation and time 

conditions to 

 provides the 

civil, military 

location, caves, 

Wireless Sensor 

is a network which is designed by 

huge number of sensor nodes in which every single 

node is equipped with a sensor for the detection of 

physical phenomena for instance pressure, light, heat 

etc. A wireless sensor network is a wireless network 

that comprises a spatially distributed autonomous 

device which makes use of sensors for monitoring 

environmental or physical conditions. A wireless 

network system integrates a gateway which provides 

wireless connectivity to the distributed nodes and the 

wired world. We select wireless protocol depending 

upon our application requirements. Some of the 

existing standards consist of 2.4 GHz radios based on 

either proprietary radios or IEEE 802.15.4 (Wi

standards or IEEE 802.11standards which are generally 

900 MHz. 

Radio-frequency identification

frequency identification (RFID)is a technique 

for Automatic Identification and Data Capture

.These automatically identify and track tags attached to 

objects by using electromagnetic 

electronically stored information. These are classified 

into two types’ active tags and passive tags. Passive 

tags use interrogating radio waves

from nearby RFID readers. Active tags may operate at 

hundreds of meters from the RFID reader since they 

have a local power source such as a battery .The tag 

need not be within the line of sight of the reader like a 

barcode, so it may be embedded in the tracked object. 

Attacks on Perception layer:  
The collected information from the 

be highly sensitive in nature, as these nodes are 

deployed in inaccessible and hostile area in which 

attackers can physically captured and later destroy the 

information. Moreover, the attacker may be of 

hardware or software that signific

networks. Therefore security in such networks is 

crucial concern and poses severe challenges. Some of 

the attacks in this layer is shown in figure

the attacks and its count measure are discussed below. 

Finally summary of attacks and its countermeasures in 

depicted in table 

Figure 8. Attacks on Perception Layer

Unauthorized Access to the Tags

is the increasing adoption that evolves quickly, power, 

and flexibility in the industrial and 

applications, which open the new frontier for data 

threats. Because, different types of tags share a critical 

vulnerability to fake RFID readers that fails the 

authentication mechanism. A fake reader can record 

confidential information from the 

modify, access, and delete the data.
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Attacks on Perception Layer 

Unauthorized Access to the Tags: RFID technology 

evolves quickly, power, 

the industrial and commercial 

applications, which open the new frontier for data 

threats. Because, different types of tags share a critical 

vulnerability to fake RFID readers that fails the 

authentication mechanism. A fake reader can record 

confidential information from the tag, which can read, 

modify, access, and delete the data. 
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Countermeasures-In[4] Yaping Zhang introduced 

Secure Data Exchange Protocol uses a principle based 

hash and encryption algorithm, which provides privacy 

and prevent information leakage. The Protoco

mainly three parts:, information transmission, identity 

authentication and communication disconnection. 

Sequence encryption mechanism is used based on the 

LFSR. Every back server end should have the linear 

feedback shift register which has similar fe

function which has a high speed and simple structure.

 

Tag Cloning-RFID is altering  the way of security 

involved in Auto-ID applications that brings 

improvements to security with increased visibility and 

possible cryptography mechanism. However, Cl

of these RFID tags may also lead to financial loss in 

commercial applications. Sensing the tags present on 

various objects that are exposed to any environment, 

which can be easily captured by the attackers, can 

create the replica to the original tag so that it is very 

difficult to distinguish between the original and the 

compromised tag. Using these compromised tags, the 

attacker can sense the data, intercepts, modifying the 

data, which violates the integrity. 

Figure 9. RFID unauthorised access of Tags

Counter Measures- MikkoLehtonenet. al proposed a 

mechanism to secure RFID systems against the tag 

cloning. This proposed method, provides various levels 

of security based on EPC tags, which secures the RFID 

systems against tag cloning. The EPC tags 

rewritable memory with static object and transponder 

identifiers that store a random number when the tag is 

read. This random number is a one-time password, 

which is be unknown to everyone and it is not 

accessible. The proposed method uses the centralized 

back-end system that grants  these random numbers and 

keep track of that particular number is written on the 

tag. If the random number matches with the tag then 

passes the check. Or else an alarm will be triggered and 

gives synchronization errors. After the check, back

produces a new synchronized secret and is written on 

the tag by the reader device. This principle is illustrated 

in Figure-10 
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commercial applications. Sensing the tags present on 

various objects that are exposed to any environment, 

which can be easily captured by the attackers, can 
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difficult to distinguish between the original and the 
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Figure 10. Tag Clonning

Spoofing-Spoofing attack occurs, 

broadcasts fake information to the RFID systems by 

creating fake IP packet, which behaves like original IP 

packet and it is illustrates like an authentic source. 

Hence, the attacker gets unauthorized access to the 

system, which is create security hole in the system. 

Moreover, this attacker forges the headers and inserts 

the fallacious information in the headers to mislead the 

receiver. 

Figure 11. Mechanism of Spoofing

Countermeasures-The spoofing attack is one of 

Denial of Service attack that need to be addressed. The 

spoofing attack can be defended using filtering 

mechanism that filters the outgoing packets and 

incoming traffic of the network. Another mechanism is 

network access control list ACLs that avoid sp

without permitting misrepresented IP locations into 

network. Finally SSL authentications mechanism is 

used in large scale to decrease the risk of spoofing 

attack. 

Figure 12. Mechanism of Eavesdropping

Eavesdropping-The Eavesdropping attack occurs, 

when an intruder interrupts the exchange of packets 

over HTTP, it alters the information and leads to 

damage of the network. Due to the wireless properties 

of RFID, it becomes very easy for the attacker to sniff 

out the confidential information like passwords or any 

other data flowing from tag-to-reader or reader
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incoming traffic of the network. Another mechanism is 
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Mechanism of Eavesdropping 

The Eavesdropping attack occurs, 

an intruder interrupts the exchange of packets 

over HTTP, it alters the information and leads to 

the wireless properties 

of RFID, it becomes very easy for the attacker to sniff 

out the confidential information like passwords or any 

reader or reader-to-tag 
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which makes it vulnerably susceptible. Because of this, 

attacker can utilize the information in dangerous ways. 

It is a hazardous threat as there are so many tools 

named sniffers, that are accessible and increases the 

chance to interrupt all data packets. 

Countermeasures-  StephenKuusistoet. Alproposed 

few solutions for avoidance of eavesdropping which 

includes Inducing Encryption technique that secures us 

from eavesdropping by utilizing methods like advanced 

authentications that reduces the danger of 

eavesdropping. Another mechanism, Network division 

is utilized to prevent eavesdropping and all network 

attacks. Finally, Network Access Control mechanism is 

used to improve the security of our network by 

verifying the credibility of each device before the 

connection is established. 

Table 2. Attacks and Countermeasures of Perception 

layer 

Issues or 

attacks 

Explanation Countermeasures 

Unauthorized 

Access of Tags 

Access to tags 

by someone 

without 

authentication 

Secure data 

exchange protocol 

Tag Cloning Intercepting 

data flow 

between tags 

OTP 

synchronisation 

between tag and 

back end  

Eavesdropping Interrupting 

the packages 

of data 

exchange 

overHTTP 

RFID private 

authentication 

protocol, RWP, 

AFMAP 

Spoofing Broadcasting 

fake 

information by 

creating 

illusion of 

valid IP 

Message 

authentication, 

Filtering, SSL 

authentication 

RF Jamming Preventing the 

data exchange 

by jamming 

frequencies. 

Using narrow 

bandwidth and 

dynamic 

reconfiguration 

 

7. Conclusion 

 
This paper reviews various security attacks and its 

countermeasures in the three tiers of IoT. Initially, we 

presented overview of each tier of IoT with application 

and challenges. Next, we discussed the various attacks 

and countermeasures of each tier. Finally, we analysed 

the network routing attacks, which are more powerful 

attacks that can degrade the performance of the IoT. 
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